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I N F L A M M A T I O N

Quantitative analysis of competitive cytokine signaling 
predicts tissue thresholds for the propagation  
of macrophage activation
James Bagnall1, Christopher Boddington1, Hazel England1, Ruth Brignall1, Polly Downton1, 
Zainab Alsoufi2, James Boyd1,3, William Rowe1,4, Alexander Bennett1, Catherine Walker1,  
Antony Adamson1, Nisha M. X. Patel1, Ronan O’Cualain1, Lorraine Schmidt1, David G. Spiller1, 
Dean A. Jackson1, Werner Müller1, Mark Muldoon2, Michael R. H. White1, Pawel Paszek1*

Toll-like receptor (TLR) signaling regulates macrophage activation and effector cytokine propagation in the con-
strained environment of a tissue. In macrophage populations, TLR4 stimulates the dose-dependent transcription 
of nuclear factor B (NF-B) target genes. However, using single-RNA counting, we found that individual cells 
exhibited a wide range (three orders of magnitude) of expression of the gene encoding the proinflammatory cyto-
kine tumor necrosis factor– (TNF-). The TLR4-induced TNFA transcriptional response correlated with the extent 
of NF-B signaling in the cells and their size. We compared the rates of TNF- production and uptake in macro-
phages and mouse embryonic fibroblasts and generated a mathematical model to explore the heterogeneity in 
the response of macrophages to TLR4 stimulation and the propagation of the TNF- signal in the tissue. The model 
predicts that the local propagation of the TLR4-dependent TNF- response and cellular NF-B signaling are limited 
to small distances of a few cell diameters between neighboring tissue-resident macrophages. In our predictive 
model, TNF- propagation was constrained by competitive uptake of TNF- from the environment, rather than by 
heterogeneous production of the cytokine. We propose that the highly constrained architecture of tissues enables 
effective localized propagation of inflammatory cues while avoiding out-of-context responses at longer distances.

INTRODUCTION
Mammals have central cellular defense systems that resist infection 
by a range of pathogens. These include the Toll-like receptor (TLR) 
signaling system, members of which decode evolutionarily con-
served pathogen-associated molecular patterns into complex tran-
scriptional effector responses (1). Signaling downstream of TLR4 is 
essential for generating responses to types of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) 
present on the cell wall of Gram-negative bacteria (2) and involves 
activation of a large signaling network including the nuclear factor 
B (NF-B) and interferon regulatory factor transcription factors 
(3–5). The regulated gene response involves rapid and temporally 
coordinated production and secretion of various signaling mediators, 
including the proinflammatory cytokine tumor necrosis factor– 
(TNF-) (6, 7). Secretion of TNF- (and potentially other cytokines) 
activates a cellular cytokine network, which may propagate the anti-
bacterial response in the infected tissue (8). TNF- acts through its 
cognate receptors and induces oscillatory responses of the NF-B 
transcription factor in single cells (9–14), which then stimulates the 
production of TNF- and other proinflammatory cytokines (15), 
thereby potentially constituting a positive feedback that enables signal 
propagation between cells (16, 17). However, unconstrained TNF- 
activation is often associated with pathological inflammation, as 
highlighted by the clinical success of anti–TNF- therapeutics in 
arthritis and inflammatory bowel disease (18). The balance between 

a rapid immune cell activation and controllable propagation of the 
response is a fundamental, yet not fully understood, aspect of in-
flammatory signaling.

Single-cell immune responses are often extremely noisy, as ex-
hibited by NF-B dynamics (3–5, 19) and effector cytokine produc-
tion (20–22). This heterogeneity has been previously linked with 
population-level robustness (11, 20, 23, 24). However, the earliest 
stages of the immune response may rely on individual cells rather 
than on population-level responses (25). One of the first lines of 
defense against pathogens are resident innate immune cells, which 
are present within dense matrices a few tens of micrometers apart 
and are spatially isolated from each other by nonimmune connec-
tive tissue (26). This grid-like architecture is conserved in multiple 
tissues (27), for example, in the retina (28), central nervous system 
(29), liver (30), and skin (31), and is thought to reflect the capacity 
of individual immune cells to survey limited numbers of (nonim-
mune) cells in the tissue (25). The physical separation between im-
mune cells may also provide an additional level of control over noisy 
paracrine signals in the tissue (32). For example, during the adap-
tive immune response, effector T cells produce steep cytokine gra-
dients permitting long-range (up to 80 m) activation of bystander 
cells beyond sites of antigen presentation (33). This signaling range 
may be controlled by secretion kinetics and competitive uptake in 
dense multicellular environments (34–37).

Ultimately, an understanding of the early inflammatory response 
requires a better quantitative understanding of how individual im-
mune cells decode pathogen stimulation into effector protein produc-
tion and how these responses propagate within a highly conserved 
tissue-level architecture between neighboring immune cells and 
beyond. Here, using quantitative, single-cell approaches and math-
ematical modeling, we propose that tissue-level TLR4 signaling 
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involves interactions between different cell types, which regulate local 
propagation of TNF- by competitive uptake. In this model, the 
heterogeneous activation of macrophages by TLR4 results in proximal 
TNF-–dependent NF-B signaling between neighboring tissue- 
resident cells but prevents out-of-context TNF- signaling at longer 
ranges. We suggest that the tissue-level control of stochastic and spa-
tial interactions between immune cells underlies tissue inflammation.

RESULTS
The macrophage response to TLR4 activation is graded
Tissue-resident macrophages exhibit a highly conserved, grid-like 
distribution in the central nervous system (29), retina (28), liver (30), 
and epidermis (31). This distribution may contribute to the propa-
gation of the tissue-level inflammatory response (25). To under-
stand the capacity of cells to produce and propagate antibacterial 
immune responses (Fig. 1A), we established several cell lines to in-
vestigate, by quantified time-lapse microscopy, TLR4-dependent 
signaling to NF-B (38). We generated RAW264.7:Gp65 cells, a 
macrophage cell line derived from RAW264.7 cells with stable ex-
pression of the p65 subunit of NF-B fused to enhanced green fluo-
rescent protein (EGFP-p65) and the nuclear marker H2B-mCherry 
(Fig. 1B and fig. S1A); MEF:Gp65 cells, a mouse embryonic fibro-
blast (MEF) cell line with stable expression of EGFP-p65 (fig. S1A); 
and RAW264.7 and MEF lines with stable expression of the NF-B 
reporter encoding nuclear-localized luciferase (RAW264.7:B nls-luc 
and MEF:B nls-luc) (fig. S1B). We performed fluorescence correla-
tion spectroscopy (fig. S2A) to convert the EGFP-p65 fluorescence 
signal into the concentration of NF-B (fig. S2, B to E) and calibrated 
all of the data presented (fig. S2F).

Untreated RAW264.7 cells exhibited a predominantly cytoplasmic 
localization of EGFP-p65 (Fig. 1, B and C). Stimulation with lipid A, 
the main cytotoxic component of LPS (39), induced a series of 
nuclear translocations of the p65 fusion protein, characterized by a 
robust first peak and then subsequent oscillations with decreasing 
amplitudes (Fig. 1, B to D, and fig. S3). Individual cell responses 
were heterogeneous (Fig. 1C) but showed a positive correlation 
with the stimulation dose (fig. S3 and movies S1 and S2). Using the 
data from >400 cells for each condition (Fig. 1C), we determined 
that the response was saturated at higher doses of lipid A (Fig. 1D, 
AUC graph), that the amplitude of the response increased with dose 
(Fig. 1D, peak amplitude graph), and that the time to reach the peak 
decreased and then plateaued (Fig. 1D, time to peak graph). The vari-
ability of the single- cell responses substantially decreased upon 
stimulation, as progressively more cells responded to higher concen-
trations of lipid A [Fig. 1D, CV2 (AUC) and number of responding 
cells graph]. Together, these results suggest that multiple character-
istics of the single- cell responses differed between untreated cells and 
cells treated with lipid A at concentrations of 10 and 50 ng/ml, whereas 
the responses to higher concentrations of lipid A were saturated.

In comparison, NF-B–dependent transcription, measured with 
a population-level luciferase reporter gene assay, displayed a much 
stronger positive correlation with the lipid A dose and did not be-
come saturated (Fig. 1E). Similarly, when measured by quantitative 
reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) analysis, 
the increase in mRNA amounts of known NF-B gene targets was 
also dose-dependent (Fig. 1F). These genes include TNFA, which 
encodes TNF-; NFKBIA, which encodes inhibitor of NF-B  (IB); 
CXCL10, which encodes C-X-C motif ligand 10 chemokine (CXCL10); 

and NFKB1, which encodes the NF-B subunit p105 (NF-B p105) 
(15). The abundances of mRNAs for NFKBIA, which encodes a 
negative-feedback regulator of NF-B dynamics (9), and TNFA, 
which encodes a key effector cytokine, showed up to an 8- and 16-fold 
change (in comparison with untreated cells), respectively. We also 
performed secretome analysis of RAW264.7 cells by mass spec-
trometry (MS), which revealed that TNF- was one of the most 
robustly produced cytokines upon lipid A stimulation (fig. S4). The 
amounts of secreted TNF- protein correlated with TNFA mRNA 
abundance (Fig. 1G). Thus, the TLR4-induced gene transcription and 
protein secretion patterns, and to a lesser extent NF-B activation 
in single cells, correlated with the dose of lipid A.

Single-cell expression of TNFA is heterogeneous and 
depends on cell state
To understand the TLR4-induced response in individual macrophages, 
we used single-molecule mRNA fluorescence in situ hybridization 
(smFISH) to measure gene transcription (40). To select a time after 
stimulation for performing smFISH, we performed time-course mea-
surements of TNFA mRNA and protein production in wild-type 
(WT) RAW264.7 cells at 3, 8, and 24 hours after stimulation with 
lipid A (fig. S5). We found an increase in the amount of TNF- se-
creted at 3 hours after stimulation when compared with that secreted 
at later times (fig. S5, A and B), which was correlated with mRNA 
abundance as measured by smFISH in single cells (fig. S5, C and D) 
and qRT-PCR analysis of cellular populations (fig. S5E). From these 
experiments, we selected 3 hours after lipid A stimulation as the ap-
propriate time for subsequent smFISH analysis of WT RAW264.7 
cells. We measured both TNFA and NFKBIA mRNA abundances in 
~1500 cells after 3 hours of stimulation of the cells with different 
lipid A doses (Fig. 2, A to D). We detected transcripts for NFKBIA 
and TNFA in untreated cells: 43 ± 33 transcript molecules for NFKBIA 
and 46 ± 34 for TNFA. Treatment with lipid A resulted in a dose- 
dependent induction of both transcripts (Fig. 2B) of more than three 
orders of magnitude, with TNFA mRNA showing more variability 
than NFKBIA mRNA (Fig. 2C). Despite this heterogeneity, we de-
tected a correlation between TNFA and NFKBIA mRNA abundance 
within individual cells, which could result from common regulatory 
mechanisms (Fig. 2D). Many cells within a population treated with 
lipid A at a concentration of 500 ng/ml produced a response similar to 
that of untreated cells (Fig. 2, D and E). Even at the highest dose tested 
(500 ng/ml), ~35% of cells had transcripts for TNFA and NFKBIA 
whose abundances were in the range of those in untreated cells (Fig. 2E). 
From these results, we propose a model in which the dose of TLR4 
stimulus increases the range of the effector cytokine response by ac-
tivating a subset of cells, rather than by inducing small incremental 
changes in the response of each cell (Fig. 2F).

Noise analysis provides a method for identifying the source of 
variability in a data set (41). A decomposition of noise in the data 
[based on separating the “between” and “within” transcript number 
variability into “trunk” and “branch” contributions (42)] showed that 
the observed variability could mainly be attributed to noise occur-
ring in the system at the level of stimulation or the trunk (Fig. 2G). 
Trunk noise can arise from cells that are in different states, but not 
stochastic gene regulation; for example, cells may have different 
amounts of proteins involved in TLR4 signaling or have different 
rates for biochemical reactions within the NF-B system (5, 12, 19). 
To understand how some cells produced more TNFA mRNA than 
did others, we analyzed the relationship between mRNA number 
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and cell size (fig. S6). We first defined the boundaries of the cell and 
the nucleus (fig. S6A) and then the areas for the nuclei and cells for 
the cells analyzed earlier (Fig. 2) were determined (fig. S6, B and C). 
Analysis of transcript numbers as a function of nuclear area revealed 
a positive linear correlation in cells stimulated with a high dose of 
lipid A (fig. S6D and file S1), which indicated that transcription was 
increased in larger cells (43). Our analysis showed that ~14% of the 

variability in TNFA mRNA abundance was related to differences in 
nuclear size because cellular TNFA mRNA abundance after stimu-
lation with lipid A at a concentration of 500 ng/ml changed by 3.1 ± 
0.47–fold and the corresponding nuclear area varied from 70 to 
300 mRNA molecules, whereas the remaining 40% of the variability 
related to differences between the two transcripts (file S1). We per-
formed lipid A dose-response analysis in RAW264.7:Gp65 cells 
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Fig. 1. TLR4-induced macrophage activation is graded. (A) Tissue-level propagation of inflammatory signals: nuclear NF-B activation (green) and TNF- production 
(red) by a single macrophage. (B) Confocal microscopy images of RAW264.7 cells expressing the EGFP-p65 reporter and stimulated with lipid A (500 ng/ml) for the indi-
cated times. (C) Density plots of individual RAW264.7:Gp65 cell traces (total of 432 cells from 91, 76, 59, 87, and 119 cells going from left to right) in response to the indi-
cated lipid A doses (average trajectory indicated by the green line). (D) Analysis of the single-cell traces from (C). Data are mean values of the area under the curve (AUC), 
maximum peak amplitude and timing, and coefficient of variation (CV) of the AUC of the nuclear NF-B. The last graph shows the percentage of responding cells. 
(E) Population-level response of RAW264.7:B nls-luc cells stably expressing an NF-B luciferase reporter. Data are means ± SD of triplicate samples per dose of lipid A. 
a.u., arbitrary units. (F) The NF-B–dependent production of the indicated mRNAs by RAW264.7 cells stimulated with lipid A (500 ng/ml) for 3 hours was determined by 
qRT-PCR analysis. Data are means ± SDs of triplicate samples per lipid A dose. (G) The amount of TNF- in the culture medium of RAW264.7 cells stimulated with the indi-
cated concentrations of lipid A for 3 hours (2.66 × 105 cells in 1 ml) were determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Data are means ± SD of three rep-
licate experiments per dose of lipid A. *P < 0.05 by Kruskal-Wallis analysis of variance (ANOVA) using Dunn’s correction for multiple comparisons. In (D) and (F), comparison 
was made to untreated controls. In all other panels, comparison is as indicated.
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(fig. S7, A to C), noise decomposition (fig. S7, D and E), and correla-
tion analysis between mRNA abundance and nuclear size (fig. S7, F 
and G). In these cells, the difference in nuclear size explained ~37% 
of the variability (fig. S7H). Together, these data suggest that the ac-
tivation of macrophages results in an extremely variable TNF- re-
sponse, which may in part relate to differences in the size of the nucleus.

The tissue-level TNFA response operates in a regime of 
cytokine consumption
Stimulation of TNF- secretion may enable propagation of the 
inflammatory response between resident macrophages (8). We 
found that TNF- induced heterogeneous NF-B p65 oscillations 
in RAW264.7:Gp65 cells, in which the response amplitude and per-

centage of responding cells depended on the dose (Fig. 3, A to C; fig. S3; 
and movie S3). Bone marrow–derived macrophages (BMDMs) from 
transgenic mice expressing p65-DsRedxp also produced an NF-B 
response when stimulated with TNF- (Fig. 3, D and E, and fig. S8, A 
and B) or lipid A (Fig. 3D and fig. S8, A and C to E). Live-cell imaging 
revealed heterogeneity in the responses of individual cells to each stimu-
lus (Fig. 3E, fig. S8D, and movies S4 and S5). Activation of NF-B (as 
assessed by measuring its nuclear localization) in response to TNF- or 
lipid A coincided with a dose-dependent activation of NF-B–regulated 
gene expression, including a statistically significant increase in TNFA 
mRNA abundance (Fig. 3, F and G). Although lipid A induced a statis-
tically significant increase in TNF- secretion, TNF- induced only 
a limited and transient secretion of TNF- (fig. S8A). Consistent with 
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Fig. 2. Heterogeneous NFKBIA and TNFA mRNA abundance is correlated in single cells. (A) smFISH analysis of TNFA and NFKBIA mRNA expression. Deconvolved micro-
scopy image of RAW264.7 cells stimulated with lipid A (500 ng/ml) for 3 hours. TNFA mRNA is in red, NFKBIA mRNA is in green, and 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) is 
in blue. (B) Analysis of the dose-dependent changes in TNFA (left) and NFKBIA (right) mRNA abundance from the experiments represented in (A). Data are present as log10, 
with median and 25% quartiles for a total of 264, 319, 401, and 270 cells pooled from at least three replicate experiments per dose that were untreated (U) or stimulated with 
lipid A (10, 100, and 500 ng/ml, respectively). *P < 0.05 by Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA with Dunn’s correction for multiple comparisons. (C) Fano factor calculations of the indi-
cated mRNA numbers from the experiments shown in (B). (D) Correlation between TNFA and NFKBIA mRNA numbers from the experiments shown in (B) depicted with a 
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mRNA regulation: Lipid A dose regulates the range of the response. Inset: Constant response range per given dose. (G) Decomposition of noise in the TNFA and NFKBIA 
mRNA numbers: extrinsic noise (gray) versus NFKBIA (green) and TNFA (red) noise. Inset: schematics of noise decomposition method. Trunk noise represents extrinsic 
variability between cells (potentially due to TLR4/NF-B signaling or generic gene transcription machinery), whereas branch noise corresponds to gene-specific regulation.
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previous studies (15, 44), these data suggest that TNF- may con-
tribute to the propagation of TLR4 signaling between macrophages.

To understand the tissue-level TNF- response, we used MEFs 
as a model for nonimmune cells (fig. S1B), which, together with resi-
dent macrophages, form the grid-like architecture in the connective 

tissue (27). Consistent with previous analyses (12–14), TNF- stimu-
lated the nuclear translocation of EGFP-p65, indicating NF-B acti-
vation, in MEFs at doses as low as 100 pg/ml (fig. S9, A to D). Cells 
expressing the NF-B reporter gene showed functional activation of 
NF-B in response to either TNF- or lipid A (fig. S9, E and F). 

Fig. 3. TNF- activates NF-
B– mediated signaling in 
macrophages. (A) Single- 
cell analysis of NF-B trans-
location in RAW264.7:Gp65 
cells stimulated with TNF- 
(30 ng/ml) for the indicated 
times. Data are confocal micro-
scopy images of the cells show-
ing the EGFP-p65 signal in 
green. (B) Density plots of 
nuclear NF-B trajectories in 
RAW264.7:Gp65 cells stimu-
lated with the indicated con-
centrations of lipid A over 
time. Data are from 91, 131, 
108, 83, and 111 cells for un-
treated cells and cells treated 
with the indicated concentra-
tions of TNF-, respectively, 
and are pooled from at least 
three replicate experiments. 
(C) Characteristics of the single- 
cell traces from the data shown 
in (B). AUC values of nuclear 
NF-B, maximum peak ampli-
tude and timing, the CV of AUC, 
and the percentage of respond-
ing cells to each concentration 
of lipid A were determined. 
*P < 0.05 by Kruskal-Wallis 
ANOVA against untreated con-
trols and using Dunn’s correc-
tion for multiple comparisons. 
(D) Left: Time-lapse micro-
scopy images of BMDM:p65- 
DsRedxp cells that were treated 
with TNF- (30 ng/ml) for the 
indicated times. NF-B p65 is 
in red, whereas Hoechst nu-
clear staining is in blue. Right: 
Corresponding density plots 
of individual p65-DsRedxp 
BMDM cell traces across dif-
ferent conditions (average 
single- cell trajectory in red 
line). A total of 37 and 39 cells 
for TNF- and lipid A stimula-
tion pooled from three replicate 
experiments were analyzed 
(49 untreated controls; rep-
resentative of three replicate 
experiments). (E) WT BMDMs 
were treated for 3 hours with 
the indicated concentrations of TNF-, and the abundances of the indicated mRNAs were then determined by qRT-PCR analysis. Data are means ± SD of three replicate 
experiments. (F and G) Analysis of the abundances of the indicated mRNAs in BMDMs that were untreated or treated with TNF- (30 ng/ml) or lipid A (500 ng/ml) for the 
indicated times. (F) TNFA mRNA was measured by smFISH [shown as log10(mRNA + 1)]. (G) The abundances of the indicated mRNAs were measured by qRT-PCR analysis. Data 
are means ± SD of three replicate experiments. *P < 0.05 by Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA with Dunn’s correction for multiple comparisons.
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However, in contrast to macrophages, neither TNF-– nor lipid A–
treated MEFs exhibited detectable TNFA mRNA production (fig. S9, 
G and H). The data from our experiments with macrophages and 
MEFs suggest a one-directional interaction between fibroblasts 
and macrophages in the TNF-–mediated inflammatory response: 
TNF-–stimulated macrophages may release TNF- to activate neigh-
boring fibroblasts but not vice versa, which is consistent with a pre-
vious study (45). In contrast, we found that a range of epithelial cell 
lines, which are derived from cells that function as barriers in tissues, 
had the potential ability to propagate TNF- signaling (fig. S10). These 
cells accumulated fluorescently labeled TNF- (fig. S10, A and B) 
and produced TNFA mRNA in response (fig. S10C).

TNF-–treated cells internalize this cytokine (19); therefore, we 
asked whether MEFs might internalize the TNF- produced by macro-
phages. We observed internalization of fluorescein isothiocyanate 
(FITC)–labeled TNF- by MEFs at 30 min, with total fluorescence in-
creasing roughly linearly—consistent with ongoing, steady uptake— for 
up to 3 hours after stimulation (Fig. 4, A to C). In contrast, RAW264.7 
cells did not accumulate FITC-labeled TNF-, suggesting that inter-
nalization in RAW264.7 cells was much less efficient (Fig. 4, A to C). 
However, RAW264.7 cells primed with interferon- (IFN-), a key anti-
bacterial cytokine (46), exhibited a fourfold increase in TNF- receptor 1 
(TNFR1) mRNA abundance (compared to that in cells treated with 
lipid A alone), which was confirmed by flow cytometry analysis (fig. 
S11, A and B). The increase in TNFR1 abundance coincided with the 
increased internalization of labeled TNF- in RAW 264.7 cells (fig. 
S11C). Similarly, the amount of TNF- taken up by MEFs depended 
on TNFR abundance, and the fluorescent TNF- signal was reduced 
in cells in which TNFR1 was knocked down with short hairpin RNA 
(shRNA), indicating less internalization (Fig. 4, D to F). In MEFs, but 
not RAW264.7 cells, treated with recombinant human TNF-, up-
take coincided with a substantial loss of TNF- from the culture me-
dium (Fig. 4G; see fig. S12, A and B, for calibration curves). Uptake 
of TNF- by cells and its concomitant loss from the culture medium 
depended on cell density (Fig. 4H). We observed a consistent reduc-
tion in TNF- abundance in the medium in lipid A–stimulated co-
cultures of RAW264.7 cells and MEFs in comparison to the amount 
in lipid A–stimulated cultures of RAW264.7 cells alone (Fig. 4I).

These data were used to quantify TNF- production by macro-
phages (table S1), using concentrations measured by ELISA across 
the experimental conditions described earlier, experiment-specific 
cell numbers (with an assumed 24-hour doubling time for RAW 264.7 
cells and death rate for BMDMs), and the volume of the culture me-
dium (fig. S12, A and B). This quantification suggests that, on average, 
a single macrophage may produce up to 1 × 105 TNF- molecules in 
3 hours after stimulation with lipid A (fig. S12C). The large hetero-
geneity in TNFA mRNA production suggests that some of the cells 
may secrete even larger quantities of protein (21, 47), on the order of 
1 × 106 molecules, as was previously suggested (22). We expect that 
this number is indeed greater not only because of the half-life of 
TNF- but also because of the loss of TNF- due to internalization 
through its receptor. In parallel, MEFs were used to quantify TNF- 
uptake in experiments using ultrasensitive ELISA. A range of experi-
ments (Fig. 4, G to I) showed a loss of TNF- from the culture medium 
that corresponded to about 1 × 104 TNF- molecules per single MEF 
on average (and ranged between 2000 and 20,000 molecules; see fig. 
S12C). Given the highly skewed ratio of innate immune cells to other 
cells in the tissue [of up to 1:50 (25)], these data suggest that the 
single-macrophage secretion and in vivo tissue uptake rates may be 

matched (fig. S12D). Fibroblasts serve as a model for an abundant 
(nonimmune) cell type in the connective tissue in animals, and they 
have been widely used to study NF-B responses (12, 13, 48). Consis-
tent with our findings, a different fibroblast line (NIH 3T3 cells) shows 
a limited ability to propagate an inflammatory response (45). How-
ever, other fibroblast cell lines (or indeed other tissues) might have 
different abilities to uptake TNF- (or potentially other cytokines).

To further characterize TNF- uptake, we simulated the diffusion 
of TNF- in small volumes corresponding to intercellular tissue spaces 
of different sizes, with 1 pl representing the volume of a single macro-
phage (38). We assumed that the half-life of TNF- was 24 hours and 
then simulated the change in TNF- half-life as being related to the 
initial concentration and the size of the intercellular tissue spaces, 
which we simulated by modeling different concentrations of TNF- 
in a range of closed volumes (fig. S13A; see model S1 and tables S2 
and S3 for model equations and parameters). Only large quantities 
of TNF- (50 nM) resulted in stabilization of the protein. In contrast, 
low amounts of TNF-, such as ~600 molecules of TNF- in 1 pl of a 
1 nM solution, were effectively removed from the system (fig. S13B). 
This clearance of TNF- may depend on internalization by the cog-
nate receptor and degradation of the internalized TNF- (24, 25). 
Thus, we simulated the half-life of TNF- at different amounts of 
TNFR1 in a model that included receptor internalization and recy-
cling with release and degradation of the internalized TNF-. At high 
receptor abundance (>103 per cell), large quantities of TNF- were 
removed from the system, and the simulations predicted that up to 
104 TNF- molecules per hour could be removed from the culture 
medium by a single fibroblast with 2 × 103 TNFRs (fig. S13C). This 
number of receptors is within the physiological range, because up to 
1 × 104 TNFR1 molecules per cell have been measured in different 
nonimmune cells (49–51), and this predicted uptake rate is consistent 
with the measured loss of TNF- from the cell culture medium in 
the uptake experiments (fig. S12C). Together, these analyses suggest a 
model of TLR4 signaling in which the amount of TNF- secreted by 
macrophages is balanced by consumption of the cytokine through 
receptor-specific uptake by nonimmune cells in the same tissue.

Computational modeling predicts tissue thresholds  
for the propagation of TLR4 responses
TNF- secretion could lead to large concentration gradients in the 
tissue, resulting in an uncontrolled inflammatory response (32). Our 
data suggest that, on average, macrophages produce up to 1 × 105 
TNF- molecules within 3 hours of lipid A stimulation (fig. S12C). 
Given the measured mRNA heterogeneity, this could mean that some 
cells secrete millions of TNF- molecules [in agreement with previous 
single-cell secretion measurements (22)], which then may propagate 
the signal locally. To quantitatively understand the inflammatory 
signaling between tissue-resident immune cells, we mathematically 
modeled the propagation of the TNF- response between a TLR4- 
stimulated (TNF-–producing) cell and target macrophages residing 
at different distances (Fig. 5A). The TLR4- and TNFR-dependent 
signaling in macrophages were described by extending our previous 
models of the NF-B system (10, 11, 19) (fig. S14 and tables S2 to S4; 
see model S2 for description) and fitted to recapitulate the stimulus 
and dose-dependent NF-B dynamics and TNF- secretion (fig. S15, 
A to D). We assumed that the abundance of TNFR varied between 
cells (14) and applied a steady-state approximation for the diffusion 
of TNF- through the tissue (34, 35). We accounted for a dense 
multicellular environment (25) by incorporating high rates of TNF- 
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uptake (see table S4 and model S3 for a description). In the model of 
two interacting cells in which the TNF-–producing cell was stim-
ulated with lipid A at a concentration of 500 ng/ml, a separation of 
no more than 40 m between the cells was required for robust TNF- 
signal propagation (Fig. 5B). This was assessed through the extent of 
NF-B nuclear translocation in the target cell, based on 100 simulated 
pairs of producing and target cells at different distances apart (assum-

ing a lognormal distribution of TNFR1 across cells). The probability 
of signal propagation (which we defined as the fraction of responding 
target cells at a given distance) decreased substantially with separation 
between the producing and responding cells, falling from ~0.75 for 
separations of up to 40 m to 0.1 for a 50-m separation (Fig. 5B). 
For distances greater than 50 m, no signal propagation was observed, 
defining an effective “propagation distance” between resident macrophages 
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Fig. 4. The amount of available TNF- is regulated by competitive uptake. (A) Analysis of TNF- internalization. Representative confocal images of MEFs treated with 
FITC–TNF- (20 ng/ml, left) and RAW264.7 cells treated with FITC–TNF- (20 and 200 ng/ml, right) for 30 min. (B) Analysis of the total cellular fluorescence signal of the cells 
represented in (A) and treated with the indicated concentrations of FITC–TNF-. Data are means ± SD of three replicate experiments. (C) Time-lapse microscopy analysis of 
TNF- internalization. Data are means ± SD of the total fluorescence in MEFs (n = 10) and RAW264.7 cells (n = 13) treated for the indicated times with FITC–TNF- (30 ng/ml). 
(D and E) Flow cytometry analysis of FITC–TNF- internalization and TNFR1 abundance [with phycoerythrin (PE)–labeled antibody] for WT MEFs (D) and TNFR1 knock-
down MEFs (E) treated with FITC–TNF- (10 ng/ml). (F) Confocal microscopy image of WT and TNFR1 knockdown MEFs treated with Texas Red–labeled TNF- (30 ng/ml). 
(G) Analysis of the loss of mouse TNF- (mTNF-; pg/ml) from the culture medium of RAW264.7 cells or MEFs (5 × 104 cells in 1 ml) treated with human TNF- (hTNF-; 1 ng/ml). 
Cell culture medium was assayed by ultrasensitive ELISA at the indicated times. Data are means ± SD of three replicate experiments. (H) Loss of TNF- from the culture 
medium is cell density–dependent. A range of MEF densities were simulated experimentally by passing the culture medium across one and up to a total of six cell cultures 
(each with 2 × 105 cells in 1 ml) every 10 min. The initial culture was stimulated with human TNF- (1 ng/ml). Zero density indicates no cell control (passed over six different 
cell-free dishes). The amount of human TNF- after each step was measured by ultrasensitive ELISA. Data are means ± SD of three replicate experiments. (I) Loss of lipid 
A–induced TNF- in the coculture medium of RAW264.7 cells and MEFs. Cocultured RAW264.7 cells and MEFs or RAW264.7 cells alone were stimulated for the indicated 
times with lipid A (500 ng/ml) before the concentration of TNF- in the culture medium was measured by ultrasensitive ELISA. For the coculture experiments, a 1:3 ratio 
of RAW264.7 cells (5 × 104 cells) to MEFs (1.5 × 105 cells) in 1 ml of medium was used. Left: Time-course experiments. Data are means ± SD of three replicate experiments. 
Right: Pooled individual data points. *P < 0.05 by Mann-Whitney test.
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(up and down, in comparison to the nominal parameter values). Distances were calculated for 0.5 and 0.75 propagation probability (P). (G) Schematics of the proposed 
tissue-level signaling: TLR4 signal propagation depends on the competitive uptake of TNF- (right), rather than on the variability in the TLR4-induced production of TNF- (left).
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in the tissue. This analysis therefore predicted that TLR signal 
propagation is restricted locally, which our experiments indicated was 
achieved by matched TNF- production and uptake rates (fig. S12D).

To quantitatively understand the relationship between the model 
parameters and the observed patterns of spatial signaling, we used a 
suite of sensitivity analysis tools (see the “Mathematical modeling” 
section in Materials and Methods). Global sensitivity analyses (52) in-
dicated that, at larger distances (40 m and greater), the generic target 
cell NF-B response depended on parameters related to TNF- pro-
duction, transport, and uptake [Fig. 5C; TNF- production (c5t), 
lipid A dose (LA), diffusion rate (D), and TNF- uptake (c5)]. In 
contrast, at short distances (thus, with higher local TNF- abundance), 
responses were controlled by parameters of the NF-B system activity 
in the target cell (Fig. 5D). We performed simulations to understand 
how the key system parameters identified by global sensitivity analyses 
and those from the experiments affected the spatial signal propagation 
(Fig. 5E and see model S3 for details). We found that the parameters 
associated with TNF- production (as simulated with the transcription 
rate c1t varied over 16-fold, or dose of stimulation; fig. S15, E and F), 
as well as tissue uptake and diffusion, robustly regulated the propa-
gation distance. However, even the largest parameter changes (for 
example, 20-fold changes in TNF- uptake or diffusion) resulted in 
localized responses, consistent with steep TNF- concentration gra-
dients (36). In contrast, parameters associated with target cell state—
such as TNFR1 abundance, which is increased in disease states (18) 
or by prestimulation with IFN-, leading to enhanced NF-B activity 
(fig. S16, A and B; see also model S4)—or NF-B system sensitivity, 
which we modeled by A20 feedback (see model S1), did not affect 
propagation distance but instead increased the probability of signal 
propagation between neighboring macrophages (Fig. 5E).

Our single-cell data indicate that individual macrophages secrete 
widely different amounts of TNF-, which ultimately could affect 
the propagation distance (36, 37). We therefore directly calculated 
the effect of varied TNF- production on the signal propagation in 
relation to parameters related to tissue architecture, TNF- uptake, 
and diffusion. We found that the twofold changes in the rate of TNFA 
transcription, which were the magnitude of the observed cell-size effect 
(fig. S6), resulted in a ~10% change in the propagation distance (Fig. 5F), 
which we defined as a distance equivalent to the 0.5 and 0.75 propa-
gation probability (Fig. 5E). In contrast, equivalent changes of tissue 
architecture resulted in ~40% changes in the propagation distance. 
These results suggest that the range of TLR4 signal propagation may 
be controlled through competitive uptake of TNF-, rather than through 
variability in the TLR4-induced production of TNF- (Fig. 5G).

DISCUSSION
Here, we investigated the activation and propagation of the TLR4 
effector response in highly constrained tissue environments (Fig. 1A), 
which involve matrices of resident innate immune cells, spatially 
isolated through nonimmune cells (26). First, we used time-lapse 
microscopy and quantitative mRNA FISH to characterize the TLR4- 
dependent activation of NF-B signaling and TNFA mRNA produc-
tion in single RAW264.7 cells. We observed dampened NF-B p65 
nuclear-to-cytoplasmic oscillations in response to the TLR4 agonist 
lipid A in macrophages (Fig. 1). The NF-B response appeared to be 
graded in single cells, as was previously suggested (3), in contrast to 
the digital encoding observed in other nonimmune cell types (13, 14). 
Furthermore, in macrophages, we found only a limited correlation 

between the single-cell NF-B p65 response and the dose of stimulus 
(3–5). This corresponded to up to ~2-fold changes in the range of 
response characteristics. In contrast, the dynamic range of the cor-
responding population-level mRNA changes was much wider (almost 
18-fold for TNFA mRNA). The graded mRNA patterns in a cellular 
population (Fig. 1) resulted from extremely variable NFKBIA and 
TNFA mRNA responses, with mRNA abundance changes spanning 
three orders of magnitude (Fig. 2). The dynamical range of the aver-
age single-cell mRNA response was higher than that of the NF-B 
dynamics (for example, a fourfold change for TNFA), suggesting a 
role for other NF-B members (8) or other transcription factors (53) 
in the process. The abundance of NFKBIA and TNFA transcripts 
was highly correlated within single cells (Fig. 2), consistent with an 
extrinsic noise in the system (5, 12). We found that a part of the 
heterogeneity could be explained by the size of the cell, with larger 
cells producing more TNFA mRNA. This relationship might result 
from global transcriptional mechanisms, which couple mRNA tran-
scription with the cellular volume (43), in part contributed to the 
signal-specific regulation of macrophage morphology (54). This mecha-
nism might also involve maintenance of the cellular NF-B concen-
tration independently of the cell size, as we previously observed (38). 
Alternative mechanisms might involve a specific gating of the inflam-
matory response through the cell cycle system, for example, through 
modulation of NF-B dynamics (55). Further studies will be required 
to understand precisely how the observed target gene expression (and 
protein secretion) correlates with heterogeneous NF-B dynamics 
in single cells (56) and how it is influenced by other factors, for exam-
ple, potential augmentation of the TLR response through paracrine 
or autocrine signaling (20, 21). Furthermore, the observed variability 
of TNF- production (and NF-B signaling) suggests that isolated 
immune cells involved in an early response might have very different 
capacities to produce and amplify the inflammatory response.

TLR-mediated macrophage activation, for example, during patho-
gen infection, such as by Salmonella enterica (57), may result in the 
localized production of large quantities of TNF- (Fig. 1G and fig. 
S5). This could lead to uncontrolled propagation of inflammatory 
signaling between immune cells and ultimately result in septic shock 
(58). One strategy that cells use to neutralize such high amounts of 
TNF- involves TNFR shedding (59), and we indeed observed shed 
TNFR2 in the proteomic analysis of lipid A–stimulated macrophages 
(fig. S4). Additionally, amplification of the TNF- response by macro-
phages might also require additional contextual signaling, which is 
required to activate protein secretion (22, 60). Here, we showed that 
MEFs, a model of a nonimmune constituent of connective tissue, 
might consume large amounts of TNF- (having a limited ability to 
produce TNF- themselves). This suggests a one-directional signal 
propagation from macrophages to nonimmune cells, which is con-
sistent with another study (45). We also showed that TNF- uptake 
involved internalization of the cytokine by TNRF1 (Fig. 4). This 
finding emphasizes a dual purpose for TNFR1, in which TNFR1 
both mediates proinflammatory NF-B signaling and acts in an anti- 
inflammatory capacity by removing localized TNF-. Thus, changes 
to the cellular abundance of TNFR1 may contribute to inflammatory 
disease states. In the mathematical model, it was assumed that TNF- 
removal depends on TNFR1 abundance, which was represented by 
a single receptor species. We suggest that the measured abundance 
of TNFR1 (between 1 × 103 and 1 × 104 receptors per cell) would be 
consistent with this behavior (49–51); however, the potential con-
tribution of TNFR2 signaling cannot be excluded. Together, our data 
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suggest that the tissue-level TNF- effector response is restricted by 
cytokine consumption, similar to the cytokines involved in adaptive 
immunity (23, 34, 37).

Previous analyses linked cellular heterogeneity with population- 
level robustness (11, 20, 23, 24); however, the earliest stages of the 
immune response may involve spatially isolated immune cells (26), 
which could make these responses more susceptible to noise. On 
the basis of our in vitro data, we mathematically modeled early in-
flammatory events in vivo, in which a resident macrophage becomes 
activated by a pathogen (corresponding to a lipid A stimulation) and 
locally produces large amounts of TNF-, which can potentially diffuse 
and activate neighboring resident macrophages (Fig. 5). We found 
that competitive TNF- uptake restricted the range of TLR4 signaling 
to small distances (<50 m), enabling interactions between neigh-
boring immune cells. This is essentially a consequence of matched 
production and uptake rates in a local environment (fig. S12) because 
of the highly skewed ratio between immune (TNF-–producing) and 
nonimmune (TNF-–consuming) cells in vivo (25). These predic-
tions are consistent with existing in vitro microfluidic data, which 
demonstrate that a single macrophage may locally control the NF-B 
responses of ~100 fibroblast cells (45). We showed that the presence 
of priming signals affecting TNFR abundance (fig. S11), for example, 
due to priming by LPS or IFN- (46) or disease state (18), regulated 
the probability of signal propagation between resident cells, whereas 
parameters associated with TNF- signaling affected the interaction 
distance. Of the latter, we showed that the tissue architecture (modeled 
through TNF- uptake and diffusion) rather than the variability of 
TNF- production had the most profound effect on the signaling 
range (Fig. 5F). This suggests that spatial signaling effectively mini-
mizes the effect of the single-cell heterogeneity and cellular noise in 
TLR4 activation (including the effect attributed to cell size). In con-
trast, the tissue architecture characterized by varied cell densities and 
intercellular distances (Fig. 1A) would have a more profound effect 
on the signaling range, potentially leading to tissue-specific patterns. 
In summary, we propose that competitive cytokine uptake in a local 
tissue enables signal propagation between neighboring tissue-resident 
immune cells while restricting longer-range activation and inappro-
priate signaling. This mechanism would effectively mimic a highly 
localized cell activation paradigm similar to that achieved in adaptive 
immunity (33–35). One way to test these ideas would be an applica-
tion of intravital imaging (33) or advanced microfluidics (45), which 
could enable direct studies of cellular communication in the primary 
tissue or in vitro. We suggest that spatial TLR4 signaling might be a 
highly regulated and versatile process. Further studies are required to 
understand more complex physiological scenarios, including multiple 
infections, altered macrophage density during infection or in the disease 
state (26), as well as potential distinct uptake characteristics of different 
tissue cells. For example, we showed that epithelial cells have the poten-
tial to propagate cytokine signaling, which might be important in 
signal propagation through barrier surfaces (fig. S10). We hypothe-
size that the tissue-level control of stochastic interactions between 
innate immune cells might represent a key mechanism underlying 
contextual propagation and amplification of cellular inflammation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents
RAW264.7 cells (a mouse macrophage cell line) and MEFs were cul-
tured as previously described (38). CMT 93 (ECACC 89111413) mouse 

rectal carcinoma epithelial cells were grown in high-glucose Dulbecco’s 
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Sigma-Aldrich, D5796- 500ml) 
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and 1% nonessential amino 
acids (NEAAs). HeLa human cervical cancer cells were grown in MEM 
(Sigma-Aldrich, M4655-500ml) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum 
and 1% NEAAs. MCF7 human breast adenocarcinoma epithelial- 
like cells were grown in DMEM/F12 (Gibco, 11320-074) supplemented 
with 10% fetal calf serum. All cell lines were subcultured every 2 to 
3 days using appropriate split ratios (~1:5 to 1:7). Cells were stimu-
lated with lipid A Salmonella minnesota Re595 (VWR), recombinant 
mouse TNF- (Calbiochem), or recombinant mouse IFN- (Life 
Technologies). Biotinylated TNF- (human recombinant TNF- 
biotin conjugate; Fluorokine, R&D Systems) was used for internal-
ization studies. Hoechst 33342 (Life Technologies) staining was used 
to visualize the nuclei of BMDMs to assist in imaging analysis.

Transduced and primary cells
Lentiviral transduction (38) was used to produce RAW264.7 (termed 
RAW264.7:Gp65) and MEF (MEF:Gp65) cell lines stably expressing 
the NF-B EGFP-p65 fusion protein (fig. S1) (14). RAW264.7:Gp65 
cells also expressed an H2B-mCherry nuclear marker (38). NF-B 
transcriptional activity was monitored with a lentiviral construct 
(B-NLSluc), which includes a 5× B consensus promoter regulat-
ing a sensitive and destabilized firefly luciferase reporter gene as 
previously described (61). Knockdown of TNFR1 abundance was 
achieved with the pGFP-TNFRSF1a-B lentiviral shRNA vector 
(OriGene). Primary BMDMs were differentiated from bone mar-
row taken from the hind legs of adult C57BL/6 NF-B reporter 
mice. Isolated cells were disrupted and homogenized by repeated 
pipetting until no lumps were visible. The cell suspension was then 
centrifuged at 200g for 5 min, and the resulting pellet was resus-
pended in DMEM supplemented with penicillin (100 U/ml), strepto-
mycin (100 g/ml) (both from Sigma-Aldrich), 10% fetal calf serum 
(Gibco), and 30% L929 cell-conditioned medium and then were plated. 
After 72 hours, the medium was replaced with fresh supplemented me-
dium. Cells were harvested by washing with cold phosphate-buffered 
saline (PBS) on days 6 to 8 and were used for experiments within 
24 hours.

NF-B reporter mice
We used BMDMs from mice expressing the previously described 
IB-EGFP (19) and p65-DsRedxp (55) bacterial artificial chromosome 
(BAC) constructs. To generate transgenic mice, the p65-DsRedxp 
BAC was maxi-prepped (NucleoBond BAC 100), and fresh BAC DNA 
was digested with Asc I to linearize the construct. The digested DNA 
was purified by Sepharose column purification as previously de-
scribed (62) in injection buffer [10 mM tris (pH 7.5), 0.1 mM EDTA 
(pH 8.0), and 100 mM NaCl]. Positive fractions for DNA were quan-
tified and supplied to the Max Planck Institute of Molecular Cell 
Biology and Genetics, Dresden, Germany, for microinjection (at 
1 ng/l) into 1-day-old, single-cell C57BL/6 mouse embryos. Zygotes 
were cultured and surgically implanted into the oviducts of day 0.5 
postcoitum pseudopregnant mice. A single founder was identified 
using primers targeting the DsRedxp sequences. For IB-EGFP 
BAC mice, the process was repeated with linearization achieved by 
digestion with Not I and genotyping of the founders with primers 
against the EGFP sequence. Mice were then crossed, and cells from 
animals expressing both constructs were subsequently analyzed by 
microscopy.
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Single-molecule RNA-FISH
Custom Stellaris FISH Probes were designed against murine TNFA 
(accession number NM_001278601) and NFKBIA (NM_010907) as well 
as human TNFA (Ensembl ENSG00000232810|ENST00000449264) 
complementary DNA (cDNA) by using the Stellaris FISH Probe 
Designer (Biosearch Technologies Inc.). Two probe designs were 
used for mouse TNFA: Design 1 was used in fig. S4, whereas design 
2 was used for all other experiments (see file S1 for a list of probes). 
The NFKBIA and TNFA probes were conjugated with the Quasar 
570 and Quasar 670 dyes, respectively. Samples were imaged with a 
DeltaVision (Applied Precision) wide-field microscope with a 60×/NA 
(numerical aperture) 1.42 oil immersion Plan Apo N objective, and 
a Sedat Quad filter set was used. The images were collected with a 
CoolSNAP HQ (Photometrics) camera with a z optical spacing of 
0.2 m. Raw images were deconvolved using softWoRx software. Spot 
counting was performed with FISH-quant (40). The total cell area 
was calculated by extracting the number of pixels and pixel size in 
each drawn cell boundary. The nuclear area was calculated by ap-
plying the MATLAB function “greytresh” to the maximum projection 
of the deconvolved DAPI signal. Pixel areas for each nuclear mask 
were extracted and scaled to the actual pixel sizes. Noise decomposi-
tion of mRNA count data was performed as previously described (42).

Confocal microscopy
Cells were plated onto 35-mm glass-bottomed dishes (Greiner Bio-One) 
and incubated on the microscope stage at 37°C in humidified 5% CO2. 
Several Zeiss confocal microscopes were used (LSM Pascal, Exciter, 
510meta, 710, and 780), which used either dichroic mirrors and band- 
pass filters or spectral separation or detector arrays to collect appro-
priate emission signals after excitation of the fluorophore with the 
appropriate laser. Image capture was performed with the Zeiss soft-
ware, either “Aim version 4.2 utilizing the Autofocus macro” (63) on 
the five-series microscopes or “Zen 2010b SP1” on the seven-series 
microscopes. A range of objectives was used: Fluar 20× NA 0.75 (air), 
Fluar 40× NA 1.3 (oil immersion), and Plan-Apochromat 63× NA 
1.4 and 100× NA 1.46 (oil immersion). Cell Tracker (version 0.6) was 
used to quantify time-lapse confocal images (64). The MATLAB 
function “clustergram” was used for clustering analysis.

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy–calibrated imaging
To quantify fluorescent time-lapse live-cell imaging data, fluores-
cence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) was applied as previously de-
scribed (38). FCS measurements were performed in the cytoplasm for 
one to five cells per imaging location, yielding a range of molecule 
concentrations (per confocal volume) for each of the cell lines (fig. S2). 
This FCS-measured distribution was then used to calibrate time-lapse 
imaging data by quantile-quantile matching to the respective fluo-
rescence signal distribution obtained in a different experiment. This 
process enabled absolute nanomolar quantification of the intracellu-
lar localization of nuclear NF-B p65 fusion over time (fig. S2).

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
The ultrasensitive mouse and human R&D Systems Quantikine Kits 
were used in all analyses of TNF- uptake (see table S1 and fig. S12, 
A and B). In monoculture studies, cells were treated with human 
TNF-, and the loss was measured by assaying the culture medium 
over time. In coculture experiments, the abundance of mouse TNF- 
was measured. Otherwise, the R&D DuoSet (with a wider dynamical 
range) was used to measure TNF- production. Cell culture medium 

was stored at −80°C. Subsequently, the samples were thawed and 
diluted to within the dynamic range of the assay, and TNF- concen-
trations were measured according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Live-cell luminometry
Cells were plated into 24-well white plates (PerkinElmer Inc.) in 1 ml 
of medium containing luciferin (0.5 mM, Biosynth AG). Live-cell 
measurements were made with a FLUOstar Omega microplate reader 
with an attached incubator to maintain the cells at 37°C and 5% CO2. 
Individual wells were measured every 10 min with an 8-s integration 
time for up to 24 hours. Because of the low luminescence signal at 
time zero, data were normalized to the population average of the 
final time point.

Evaluation of TNF- internalization
Both MEFs and RAW264.7 cells were imaged during stimulation 
with labeled TNF- as previously described (19). Briefly, human re-
combinant TNF-–biotin (5 g/ml; Fluorokine, R&D Systems) was 
incubated in the presence of either avidin-FITC (10 g/ml; Fluorokine, 
R&D Systems) or avidin–Texas Red (2 mg/ml, Life Technologies). 
Labeled TNF- was then used to treat either MEFs or RAW264.7 
cells at different concentrations. Cells were imaged by z-stack con-
focal microscopy (as outlined earlier) as single images between 30 
and 45 min after stimulation or as time lapse.

Flow cytometry
Cells were plated and then treated with TNF-, conjugated TNF-, 
or IFN-. After the appropriate incubation time, cells were collected 
into a suspension. RAW264.7 cells were scraped into suspension, 
whereas MEFs were removed by washing with PBS. Cells were then 
fixed by treatment with 3.75% paraformaldehyde for 10 min, after 
which the cells were centrifuged for a second time and resuspended 
in 1× PBS. For receptor labeling, cells were incubated with mouse 
anti-TNFR1 antibody conjugated with PE (2 g/ml, BioLegend). Cells 
were washed with 1× PBS to ensure removal of unbound antibody 
mix and then resuspended in 500 l of PBS for analysis. Samples were 
analyzed using either a BD FACSCalibur flow cytometer or a FACSVerse 
flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) using a 488-nm laser to excite PE. 
Fluorescence was detected with an appropriate band-pass filter.

qRT-PCR analysis
Cells were plated in 35-mm tissue culture dishes (266,000 cells per 
dish). At appropriate times after stimulation, total RNA was extracted 
from the cells with the High Pure RNA Isolation kit (Roche) according 
to the manufacturer’s instructions and quantified with a NanoDrop 
ND-1000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). RNA (1 g) 
was reverse- transcribed and amplified with the SuperScript VILO 
cDNA synthesis kit (Life Technologies). For qRT-PCR, cDNA was 
diluted 1:20 (or 1:10 for BMDM samples) with ribonuclease- 
free, diethyl pyrocarbonate–treated water and amplified using the 
LightCycler 480 SYBR Green 1 Master Mix (Roche). Experiments were 
performed in triplicate. Relative quantification of mRNA abundance 
was conducted using Cyclophilin A mRNA abundance as an endoge-
nous control. The sequences of the primers used are as follows (5′ to 3′): 
NFKBIA, GTGTAGCAGTCTTGACGCAG (forward) and CATCAG-
CA CCCAAAGTCACC (reverse); CXCL10, GCCGTCATTTTCTG-
CCTCAT (forward) and GATAGGCTCGCAGGGATGAT (reverse); 
NFKB1, TGGCAGACGATGATCCCTAC (forward) and CCCCTCT-
GTTTTGGTTGCTC (reverse); TNFA, TGAGGTCAATCTGCCCAAGT 
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(forward) and TGGACCCTGAGCCATAATCC (reverse); Cyclophilin A, 
CTGGACCAAACACAAACGGT (forward) and TGCCCGCAAGT-
CAAAAGAAA (reverse).

Proteomics analysis
All chemicals used were from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise stated. 
Three controls and five supernatant samples stimulated with lipid A 
(500 ng/ml) for 3 hours were digested according to the filter-aided 
sample preparation method (65) with the following modification: The 
samples were concentrated to about 50 l with Microcon-10kDa cen-
trifugal filter units (Merck Millipore) at 14,000g. The sample was 
then buffer-exchanged by washing and centrifuging three times with 
the addition of 100 l of 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate before re-
constitution in 50 l of 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate. The protein 
concentration was determined with a Millipore Direct Detect spec-
trometer, and 50 g of protein was added to a fresh 10-kDa filter tube 
with reduction, alkylation, and digestion occurring using the filter 
tubes. Digested peptides were collected by centrifugation and desalted 
with OLIGO R3 reversed-phase media on a microplate system and 
reconstituted in 5% acetonitrile and 0.1% formic acid. Digested sam-
ples were analyzed by liquid chromatography–tandem MS (LC-MS/MS) 
with an UltiMate 3000 Rapid Separation LC (RSLC, Dionex Corpo-
ration) coupled to an Orbitrap Elite mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific). Peptide mixtures were separated using a gradient from 
92% A (0.1% formic acid in water) and 8% B (0.1% formic acid in ace-
tonitrile) to 33% B, in 44 min at a rate of 300 nl/min with a 250 mm × 
75 m (inner diameter), 1.7 mM BEH C18 analytical column (Waters). 
Peptides were selected for fragmentation automatically by data- 
dependent analysis. The acquired MS data were analyzed with Pro-
genesis LC-MS (v4.1, Nonlinear Dynamics). The retention times of 
each sample were aligned using one LC-MS run as a reference; then, 
the “Automatic Alignment” algorithm was used to generate maximal 
overlay of the two-dimensional feature maps. Features with charges 
≥+5 were masked and excluded from further analyses, as were fea-
tures with <3 isotope peaks. The resulting peak lists were searched 
against the UniProt Mouse database (version 2013 -5) using Mascot v2.4 
(Matrix Science). Search parameters included a precursor tolerance of 
5 parts per million and a fragment tolerance of 0.5 Da. Enzyme speci-
ficity was set to trypsin, and one missed cleavage was allowed. Carba-
midomethyl modification of cysteine was set as a fixed modification, 
whereas methionine oxidation was set to variable. The Mascot results 
were imported into Progenesis LC-MS for annotation of peptide peaks 
and statistical analysis (66). The proteomics data are deposited with the 
ProteomeXchange Consortium (67) through the PRIDE repository 
with the data set identifier PXD001905 and 10.6019/PXD001905.

NanoString analysis
Total RNA was extracted from WT RAW 264.7 cells with the Roche 
High Pure RNA Isolation Kit. The nCounter Gene Expression assay 
(NanoString Technologies) was performed according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions. Transcript numbers were normalized to the 
relevant housekeeping genes using the NanoStringNorm package 
within Bioconductor (68). The geometric mean was used to sum-
marize the positive (CodeCount) and housekeeping controls, with a 
stringent background correction applied (mean ± 2 SDs).

Mathematical modeling
We considered propagation of TNF- between a donor (lipid A–
stimulated) and target macrophage in a tissue environment (Fig. 5). 

Cells were positioned at both ends of a tube of finite volume with 
plane, parallel surfaces enabling secreted TNF- to diffuse within the 
volume (34). Lipid A–induced NF-B activation (and TNF- secretion) 
in a producing cell and TNF-–induced NF-B activation in the target 
cell were considered. Single-cell models of the NF-B system (10, 11) 
were extended to model TLR4 and TNFR activation in macrophages. 
The extended models recapitulated (i) single-cell NF-B responses to 
lipid A and TNF- stimulation, (ii) dose-dependent smFISH measure-
ments of average NFKBIA and TNFA mRNA abundance, (iii) TNF- 
secretion, and (iv) TNF- uptake by nonimmune cells. Cellular hetero-
geneity was modeled by randomly distributed TNFR abundance across 
cells or by variation in the TNFA transcription rate. A time-dependent 
global sensitivity framework (52) was used to calculate parametric 
sensitivity in the two-cell diffusion model. Sensitivity coefficients for 
a total of 91 system parameters (including parameters of the donor 
and target cells, as well as TNF- diffusion) were calculated with re-
spect to the AUC of the nuclear NF-B response in the target cell over 
the 3 hours of lipid A stimulation (of the donor cells). Local sensitivity 
analysis was performed by simulating single-parameter changes in the 
two-cell diffusion models, represented as probability of activation 
(Fig. 5E) or relative change of distance (Fig. 5F). All simulations were 
performed in MATLAB R2014b. See file S2 for the available codes.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed in GraphPad Prism. Data 
were checked for normality with the D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus 
test. When normal, parametric tests were performed (standard one-
way ANOVA); otherwise, nonparmetric Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA 
was used. Tukey’s or Dunn’s correction for multiple comparisons 
was applied, respectively.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
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